1. Primary cities rely on tourism to support their economy. True or False?

   False. Primary cities rely on natural resources. Boodt

2. What zone increases in the Burgess model?

   A. Blue Collar  
   B. White Collar  
   C. Central Business District  
   D. Transition Zone

   The correct answer is the Central Business District (C). Boodt

Class 27

1. Tourism is an urban oriented industry. True or False?

   True. Boodt

2. What percentage of tourist's money is spent on travel?

   A. 49%  
   B. 11%  
   C. 20%  
   D. 86%  
   E. 53%

   The correct answer is E, 53%. Boodt

The largest commerce cities in CA are?

a. Oakland  
b. LA  
c. SF  
d. San Diego  
e. Sacramento

ANS-a, b, c, d Matt Ocampo

The Burgess model discusses zonal growth of a city.

TRUE Matt Ocampo

California is 2nd in total tourist money spent in the state.

FALSE. Cali is number 1

How many sites are there registered in California as historical landmarks?

a. 550  
b. 30  
c. 200  
d. 50  
e. 500

ANS-a, 550 Matt OCAMPO
1.) Before the 1920, in what order/type of people surrounded the Central Business District (CBD)?
   a. Transition, communters, white collar, blue collar.
   b. Commuters, white collar, transition, blue collar
   c. Transisition, blue collar, white collar, communters 
   d. White collar, transiton, commuters, blue collar
   e. White collar, blue collar, transition, communters
   ANSWER: C   Chapman

2.) True or False...Fresno and South San Francisco are known as commerical cities?
   ANSWER: True.             Chapman

3.) After the 1920 what was the main change that changed the Central Business District form of growth?
   a. cars
   b. increase in population
   c. type of jobs being offered
   d. people started working less
   e. non of the above
   ANSWER: a.         Chapman

4.) True or Flase.....The transition zone ina city before the 1920 was similar to a red light district.
   ANSWER: True             Chapman

5.) In the summer there is _________ sand on the shore, which makes the beaches _______.
   a. less, steeper
   b. more sand on the beaches, steeper
   c. less, slop gradually
   d. more , steeper
   ANSWER: d in the summer there is more sand on the shore, which makes the beaches steeper.   Chapman

6.) True or False... Beaches are made up of what ever loose material is avalable
   ANSWER: True.            Chapman

What are the fine sediments that have accumulated in these hydrologically enclosed basins, that was involved in the playa mining industry?
A)borax, potash, soda ash
B)granite
C)Mayfield, gold,tectonic
D)sand, dirt, gas
E)all of the above
The answer is A. svee

Death Valley in 140 miles long valley'
the answer is true. svee

What percent of cal. water comes from northern cal.?
A)10%
B)40%
C)55%
D)100%
E)0.09%
The answer is B. svee

The lumber industry was in the years of 1941-1945.
The answer is true. Svee
In the movie The Beach, A river of sand—what is most of cal. sand made of?
A) olivine
B) basalt
C) quartz, feldspar
D) salt and pepper
E) calcium carbonate
the answer is C. svee

In a summer beach the sand is mostly gone and their is not much of a beach.
the answer is false. Svee

When you are a tourist you must be at lest _____ miles from home?
A) 12
B) 2097
C) 100
D) 550
E) 309
The answer is C. svee

Most of California's population lives inland'
The answer is false, 20 million live on the coast. Svee

Where is the Central Business Development is located in the_____ of the city?
A) center
B) out side
C) far out side
D) on the side
E) every where
the answer is A. svee

The Blue Callers need to walk or take the bus to work.
The answer is true. Svee

San Francisco and Los Angeles are two of the most ethnically diverse counties in the nation.
The answer is true. svee

What are the four factors that govern growth to city?
A) weather, emptier, dialects, cotton
B) jobs, climate, personal choice, transpiration
C) holidays, party's, feedback, searches
D) education, industrial, class frequency
E) none of the above
the answer is B. svee

In urban geography Fresno is a what kind of city?
A) electronic
B) saving
C) commercial
D) tyrannic
E) used
the answer is C commercial city svee

Monterey is a resort city.
The answer is true. Svee

1. Long-shore transportation is the movement of water along the coast. True or False?
False, long-shore current is the movement of water, transportation is sand. Boodt

2. What connects a marine stack to the beach because of long-shore transportation?

   A. Tombolo  
   B. Bridge  
   C. Reef  
   D. Sand Bar  
   E. None of the above.

   The answer is A, Tombolo. Boodt

3. The Klammath Mountains collect 40% of California's run off. True or False?

   True. Boodt

4. Death Valley is:

   A. Below sea level.  
   B. Actually full of life.  
   C. In northern California.  
   D. Only a myth.  
   E. The deepest place in the whole world.

   The answer is A. Below sea level. Boodt